Apply for the Arctic Academy in Korea, July 10-16, 2016
The University of the Arctic (UArctic) and the Korea Maritime Institute (KMI) are pleased to announce an
opportunity for students to participate in the 2nd Korea Arctic Academy - a one-week study program to be
organized in July 10-16, 2016 in Korea together with students from Korean universities. The University of
Oulu is now looking for two students to be nominated for the program.
The program of the Arctic Academy includes lectures on local and Arctic issues by Korean and international
experts, and visits to Korean public organizations, institutes, research centers, government departments
and private industry.
The local Korean organizers will cover:
-

Round-trip air tickets between Korea (Busan) and the nearest airport where the student is located
Accommodation in Korea during the official Academy period (7 nights)
Transportation in Korea for the program activities

Students are responsible on the following expenses, not covered by KMI:
-

Own travel insurance for health and stay for the Academy in Korea
Domestic land transportation in their home country
Personal dinner or transportation beside official arrangement during the Academy
Other personal expenses such as passport application or documentations

How to apply
To apply for the student candidate of the University of Oulu, please submit your CV and motivation letter
(max. one A4) written in English to: outi.moilanen(at)oulu.fi, no later than Wednesday 23 March, 2016. In
your motivation letter, please express your interest and experience towards the Arctic and northern issues.
The suitable student candidate should:
-

be registered at the University of Oulu for degree studies (undergraduate or graduate)
have finished at least the second year of study
be motivated to contribute to enhanced understanding of the Arctic and Korean regions
have sufficient knowledge of English, both oral and written, for academic studies

The Arctic Academy is particularly targeted for students with an indigenous background. The program is open
to students of all academic backgrounds. Northern/Arctic studies or other Arctic experience and interest
towards the Arctic are regarded as an advantage.
The University of Oulu, a member of the UArctic, will choose two students to be nominated for the program.
Thule Institute, responsible for the administration of the selection process, sends the student applications
for the final acceptance to be made in April by the UArctic and KMI. Altogether 20 students will be selected.
For more information and guidance, please contact:
Project Planner Outi Moilanen
UArctic Research Liaison, Thule Institute
E-mail: outi.moilanen(at)oulu.fi
Tel. 0294 483 543

